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“Gentile Ethics vs jewish Ethics”

Xians, muslims and every other organization that aims to bluff people and steer
them away from spirituality, gives fancy explanations of the afterlife, death and
preaches nothing exists beyond this world, except of some lakes of fire for those
who disobey [Xianity] or 9 year old virgins for you to get laid eternally. And do not
forget the rice and the honey [Pisslam]. Both very advanced and intelligent
perceptions of reality [sarcasm]. Not to mention the endless fear, lack of
knowledge and all the rest of the diseased enemy crap.

Their ‘god’ does not exist. They call in for help en masse, no answers received.
They beg this space-jew for salvation, freedom from pain, for healing, nothing
ever happens. Out of 100 prayers, 0,0001 actually manifests and this is due to the
massive cattle that prays [transfers spiritual energy to a purpose] or due to the
subject’s energy which manifests what they ask for.

The universe itself is not concerned if someone is stupid and shows no mercy to
these idiots. They go against the ways of the universe and the spiritual laws and
they just pay the price of their ignorance. Technically, it does not give a flying fuck
if you are ignorant, a piece of shit and you do not want to realize its laws. It does
not give a fuck if after death you will dissipate or get swept in by a huge
energetical battery of some ET’s that want to use your little bioelectricity for their
own purposes, eradicating your being. The universe has its laws. It has the law of
Gravity, whether you like it or not. It has the law that those stronger of you can
destroy you, whether you like it or not. It has the law that unless you fight, you will
get devoured.

The universe does not care about vain ideologies, vain beliefs, your own
ignorance, what some weak people or dozens of weak people want to make out
the universe to be. Even if these billions of sheep believe there is some sort of
kike on the sky that protects them, the hurricane will happen anyway and destroy
some millions of people. Where are their little prayers now?

On the other hand every day here you see dozens of messages, even from
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people who dedicated to Satan and did not expect something, Satan gave them
back answers, real events, real love and made his presence know, whether they
totally believed or not. As it has been said, you get to realize a cause by its effect.

So, thing is, we try to be good with one another for our species to evolve and
have peace with one another, form groups of survival against this violence. The
species that eat and destroy one another for whatever reason, always perish the
fastest. You see this on jews as their ‘intelligence’ and ‘cunning’ is that of a lower
level. When confronted, they blame other jews, they attack other jews – at least
SEEMINGLY. They do not hesitate to devour even their own, but this rarely
happens and only if the Gentiles awaken up to the Truth about these people.
Then they run like rats in all directions. Like all cowards, when in a position of
power, they pretend to be awesome. When behind their paper money, they
pretend to be important. When platted with millions they pretend to be kings and
condemn Gentiles to be animals and lower that animals. When confronted or
fought against, they never hit above the belt, always below the belt. When
confronted, they pretend to be friendly as to not get their asses kicked. They
bribe. They lie. They hide. And all that their low level of being has tied into it.

This has been and still is the first mission of every creation. Evolution. Humans
are right now the cradle of evolution of the Earth. The Human Race has evolved
to where we have invented Ethics. The Gods passed us down all sorts of needed
emotions to survive, like Anger, Hatred, the sense of justice, the sense of Truth,
the devotion, the faith etc. Ethics like sacrificing for the Greater Good, Greater
instincts, protection of Women, giving to others, empathy and so forth are the
cradle of Human evolution which ensure not only our survival, but our
ascendance into higher levels of consciousness and understanding. The enemy
as always drags these things to the other, exact opposite end. “Help” in the kike
dictionary means “I enslave you and give you things without leaving you able to
self-sustain yourself” which means death. Because when the master will not
provide, the slave will perish.

When one treads far in Satanism, they realize one of the main reasons we were
created is to exist, evolve, break our limitations, explore, and spread. When one
delves even deeper one understands why the separation of Races was a natural
intention and happens on its own. All this is strongly tied in with our personal
purpose.

The enemy and kike infested religions came from humanoids [not Humans in any
way, the only thing they have in common with Humans (Gentiles) is that they have
two legs, two hands and one head, nothing as personalities] who were in a very



low intellectual and spiritual level. The jews through their behavior and in how
they are getting always worse, more brutal, more cunning, show they are actually
moving down the evolutionary chain, In the exact opposite direction of what we
do. Where the Gentile has meant to go, the jew was by enemy design meant to
go the opposite direction. We create civilization, they come and try to destroy it.
We found the original religions, they come in and try to turn these against us,
making up insane shit.

We talk about love, they distort love to some shitty, low level xian emotion, which
is again tied in fear and adheres to a set of insane rules. We talk about sex, they
pervert the notion and meaning of it to some pornified solely physical deed. We
create food, they put poisons in it. We create a monetary system; they totally
destroy this and try to control us and destroy us through it. We have a political
way [Nazism] in which we govern ourselves according to the Divine Satanic
Providence, they create a projection of the instant opposite where we are animals
and merely ‘goy’. To our dictionary ‘obedience’ means recognizing the higher
understanding of another fellow Gentile Human being and adhering by their
healthy and natural advice, to their dictionary ‘obedience’ is a series of torture,
blind trust and becoming a subject to these putrid beings.

While in Gentile Paganism you do not wrong others, not because of some
punishment, but because you are beyond this [your spirit has evolved past these
stupid needs] or you do not cheat on your wife because you have realized how to
find meaning in another fellow Human being, xianity and the related programs try
to preach they are some source of ‘Ethics’. Nothing could be more far from the
Truth.

The only reason xians at least ‘try’ to follow their ’10 commandments’ is to not end
up in Hell and burn eternally, or because they are afraid some other stronger and
more brutal force will execute punishment upon them [the kikes have placed a
space jew to be that brutal force, to connect themselves with this fundamental
force of ‘punishment’, making the populace docile and obedient to them].

They obey due to cowardice. They do not understand any more than a monkey
does. In fact, monkeys and other animals display natural altruism, not because
some kike punisher indicates supposedly that if you do disobey, you will die. All
they do and all they do not do is dyed with the color of fear, unintelligence and
cowardice. This is by far the lowest way of understanding reality. Even insects can
understand the laws of brutal force. I-e My force is stronger than your force
therefore you must not wrong me. This is evident xians and the rest of stupid
people learn what even monkeys and other species already know, live by the



same rules the most instinctive and far back in evolution way beings think and
act.

Gentiles were made with the purpose to reach the stars and become a great
Human civilization amongst the cosmos. They try to fulfill their purpose. While the
jewish purpose is nothing but keeping us from our purpose. They were created as
an antithesis to the causes of Satan and His creations.

Thing is the same reasons that keep them from acting are the same reasons they
have made xianity the most horrid and dirty program to ever exist and haunt the
populace. People are living in fear and guilt. You will see in the animal kingdom
an animal who is afraid, when their master or the abuser turns their back they try
to attack. Because they live in fear. They comply by the use of fear. They are
afraid of others and others are afraid of them. It’s all FEAR, FEAR, FEAR. This
obedience and acknowledgement between species are the lowest level. When in
this you tie the lack of spirituality, the teachings that cause neuroticism and go
against every aspect of life, you make something that actually goes against the
Evolutionary place of Humanity. This causes a clash and that’s why we have this
society we do.

So according to all the above, as Gentiles we have a built-in type of love and
respect for another, which is the notion of brotherhood and serves to preserve us
in our evolutional way to reach the Stars. The enemy again takes this love, inverts
it to stupidity, slavery, death, their notion of ‘obedience’, blind surrender, stupidity.
Because Gentiles are by nature and genes altruistic, they feed on that thing.
Because Gentiles are by nature supportive of one another, they get entangled in
the endless web of jewish lies and distortions.

Our own instincts are used against us. In Satanism, in Paganism and the original
religions all these words gain meaning again. Help means, I grant a favor but I
teach you how to grant it to yourself. Love means brotherhood, sacrifice, but not
beyond the meaningful sense. All these understandings come with the purification
of the Soul.

Another thing we have mentioned is the kike lacks creativity. In fact, as we go
upwards to the evolutionary chain, we need no interaction with them. They on the
other hand need us, to feast upon, prey upon, use us for their wars and in
gathering their wealth. They need us and we do not in any way. We did perfect
when they were not around. They need us to create things and invent things in
order to distort them. We need to be willing to divide ourselves in order for them to
come in and harass. We need to be willing our own to die and perish in order for



them to succeed.

The next time the kikes and their lackeys try to convince someone in their
propaganda that they are needed, or as they dared to say, are ‘useful’ in
civilization, recall the quotes from their Talmud.

These ‘evolved’ rats that have a lot to say about Ethics, the Gentile Soul, and
generally have an opinion about anything, talk through their appointed leaders, to
be exact:

“Erubin 21b. Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished
by being boiled in hot excrement in hell.

Moed Kattan 17a . If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is
not known and do the evil there.

Gittin 69a. To heal his flesh a Jew should take dust that lies within the shadow of
an outdoor toilet, mix it with honey and eat it.

To heal the disease of pleurisy ("catarrh") a Jew should >take the excrement of a
white dog and knead it with balsam, but if he can possibly avoid it he should not
eat the dog's excrement as it loosens the limbs. Pesahim 111a.

It is forbidden for dogs, women or palm trees to pass between two men, nor may
others walk between dogs, women or palm trees. Special dangers are involved if
the women are menstruating or sitting at a crossroads. Menahoth 43b-44a.

A Jewish man is obligated to say the following prayer every day: Thank you God
for not making me a Gentile, a woman or a slave. Shabbath 86a-86b.”

These are the assholes who preach about Ethics, Civilization, and generally
pretend to be something on the planet. THIS IS THE SCUM OF THE EARTH
THAT NEEDS BE CLEANSED BY OUR SPIRITUAL EFFORT, AS NEED BE
CLEANSED THE DISEASES WHICH HAVE PLAGUED THE GENTILE MIND:
THE ENEMY PROBLEMS! THESE ARE THE ENEMIES OF SATAN AND THE
CREATORS OF COMMUNISM, CHRISTIANITY AND THE REST OF THE
ABRAHAMIC, JEWISH HOAXES. THEY ARE THE ONES WHO HAVE
BROUGHT THE TERROR, THE BLOODSHED AND THE DESTRUCTION IN
THE WORLD, THE BLINDNESS.

Whomever is Gentile, knows the Truth, and denies it, is not only a Racial Traitor,
but a traitor to nature herself. He betrays his one and only divine purpose; he



throws his chance to become a God into the trash can and chooses to become a
jewish slave.

By not following the original religion of the Swastika [Sun, Helios, Ra etc.] which
brings the immortality of the body and Soul, the purification of the Soul, the
Perfected Gentile being out of yourself…The nights these people plead in
diseases and other mental and spiritual turmoil… Search nowhere else, but the
ones you believe and the ones standing behind all the way of your ‘beliefs’, ‘life
awareness’ and ‘consciousness’.

When in doubt, look at yourself and all you have gained in your awakening and by
walking again into the arms of our Creator, Satan. You have gained everything.

Them? Their ignorance has cost them anything. They have nothing. All this by
itself will clear all your confusion.

GENTILES NEED TO WAKE UP, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE AND UNDERSTAND
AGAIN WHAT A HONORARY TITLE IT IS TO BE A CHILD OF THE ORIGINAL
GOD OF HUMANITY.

Generally more in regards to morality:
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